Analysis of Bistatic Ground Clutter and Applications to Target Plotting
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Abstract. This article presents analysis and parametrization of the bistatic ground clutter which is important from the point of view of the modelling/generating of bistatic clutter, and subsequent developing of the new suppression techniques. The analysis of the bistatic radar has been an active area of research for almost a decade now. The paper includes analysis of bistatic land-clutter trials, run in the Czech Republic, specifically in Pardubice city. First, the theoretical part of bistatic radars and models of bistatic clutter is described. The bistatic clutter is measured by a passive radar system developed by the ERA a.s. company. The analysis of bistatic clutter starts with pre-processing techniques such as antenna virtual rotation and suppression of direct signal. The residuals of the signal are used for bistatic clutter analysis and consequently used for determination of bistatic clutter parameters. These parameters are replicas of individual channels, power of replicas, etc. The output is the development of universal analysis software for bistatic clutter that is used for bistatic clutter generation, mandatory for developing suppression techniques.
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1. Introduction

Clutter in radar terminology represents unwanted echoes from the environment, received in electronics systems [1]. Clutter is an unwanted part of the received signal and suppression of clutter is one of the major signal processing stages after digitalization of the received signal [2–4]. The successful suppression of clutter depends on the information about the parameters of the clutter.

There are many classic works on measurement and modelling of radar clutters [5–7]. The body of work on sea clutter modelling is extensive and increasing [8–10]. However, dedicated work on measurement and modelling of ground clutter is not huge [11–13]. And work on bistatic clutter is particularly scarce [14], [15].

In this paper we present our work on measurement and modelling of bistatic ground clutter signal. Our work has two major novelties. First of all, analysis of measured ground clutter is not very much discussed in the open literature. And secondly, we believe this is a good addition to the very small set of works on passive bistatic ground clutter modelling [23], [24].

This paper is organized as follows: description of bistatic clutter, experimental setup, pre-processing for clutter analysis and finally analysis and parametrization of the clutter.

2. Bistatic Clutter Description

An individual echo \( s_{R1}(t) \) is described by the formula

\[
s_{R1}(t) = a_1 \cdot s_I(t - \tau_1)
\]

(1)

where \( a_1 \) is attenuation constant (amplitude), \( s_I(t) \) is transmitted input signal, and \( \tau_1 \) is time delay of input signal. Clutter can be represented as a summation of the individual environment echoes of transmitted signals by the expression

\[
s_k(t) = \sum_{k=1}^{K} a_k \cdot s_I(t - \tau_k)
\]

(2)

where \( k = 1, 2, \ldots, K \) represents summation of \( k \) individual echoes, \( a_k \) are attenuation constants for echoes, \( \tau_k \) is time delay of input signal for individual echoes. The amplitude and time delay of individual echo depends on the size of reflected objects, materials of objects, etc.

2.1 Bistatic Radar Clutter

The paper will focus on modelling and generation of bistatic clutter. The bistatic radar [16], [17] is radar which has separated transmitted and received part. The passive radar systems based on the bistatic radars are also known under the term of passive coherent location radar systems.
In the bistatic radar the term ‘echo’ is not often used, but rather we say replicas of it.

The typical geometry of bistatic radar is shown in Fig. 1. The transmitter and receiver part of the radar is located in the focus of ellipse. The receiver receives signals on the direct path between transmitter-receiver but also receives reflected signals scattered from the environment (bistatic clutter). We can imagine the received reflected signals from environment (clutter) as replicas of direct signal (2).

The main problem in bistatic radar systems is high dynamic range of received signals. The difference in dB between direct signal and reflected signals can achieve about 30–80 dB.

The bistatic radar we have considered uses omnidirectional antenna array with 4–8 elements to cover 360°. Each element of the antenna is used for covering a corresponding azimuth sector. Each element of receiver antenna presents an individual signal channel. The channel where only the direct signal from the transmitter (ideal case) is received is called the reference channel. The other channels are called work channels.

The typical signal processing chain (Fig. 2) in the bistatic radar system is as follows:

1. Antenna array receive signal
2. Channel separation (reference and target channels)
3. Clutter suppression on reference channel and clutter and direct signal suppression on target channels
4. Computation of Cross Ambiguity function to determination of bistatic range and Doppler speed of targets [18]
5. Target association [19]
6. Targets tracking and target plotting

One of the crucial tasks in the signal processing chain in bistatic radar is clutter suppression. In case that clutter suppression technique will be weak or insufficient, then target information is lost in clutter and the radar system may not work properly.

3. Experimental Setup

In this section we shall describe the experimental setup used to collect data which we will be analyzing in this paper.

Specifications of the array antenna (shown in Fig. 3) used in the data-collection drive are as follows. Each antenna element is focused to another frequency band (each element is focused to another transmitter). The antenna parameters are in Tab. 1.

Data are collected after the analog filtration process (3 MHz/3 dB – helical filter) and digitally pre-processed. The processed data is based only on a direct signal from the receiver located in Pardubice and transmitter is located in Černá hora. The parameters of receiver and transmitter position are shown in Tab. 2.

The elevation profile and map of direction between transmitter and receiver are shown in Fig. 5 and 6.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>The parameters of the antenna used</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of antenna elements [-]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Main lobe of each antenna –3 dB [°]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gain of the antenna element [dB]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frequency bandwidth [MHz] (helical filters)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frequency band</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>The parameters of receiver position</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Antenna center coordinates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lat, Lon, Alt [deg, deg, m]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Antenna element’s boresight azimuth [#1; #2; ...; #8]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Azimuth to the transmitter [deg]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>The parameters of transmitter position (detail of antenna in Fig. 3)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Antenna coordinates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lat, Lon, Alt [deg, deg, m]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Antenna coordinates in 3D coord. system with receiver as origin x; y; z [m; m; m]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EIRP [kW]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carrier frequency [MHz]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distance to receiver [m]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Azimuth position between the transmitter and the receiver on the map (Fig. 6) [deg]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Tab. 1. Antenna parameters.

Tab. 2. The receiver and transmitter azimuth parameters.
4. Preprocessing for Clutter Analysis

Clutter, like any other type of signal, can be described by signal characteristics. This chapter describes measurement, analysis and extraction of characteristics of the clutter. The clutter was provided by company Era a. s. [21].

The measured signal used for determination of clutter is shown in Tab. 3.

Before clutter analysis it is necessary to preprocess input measured signal with parameters, as stated below. The additional steps are:

1. The rotation of input signal.
2. The decimation of input signal.
3. The suppression of direct signal in work channel.
## The Parameters of Measured Data

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Length of signal [s]</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of samples per channel N [-]</td>
<td>293 940</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of channels M [-]</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total number of samples N_T [-]</td>
<td>1 919 520</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sampling frequency f_s [kHz]</td>
<td>240</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carrier frequency f_0 [kHz]</td>
<td>88.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Size of resolution cell [km]</td>
<td>1.235</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The maximal distance of computed replicas d_max [km]</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Tab. 3.** The parameters of measured data.

### 4.1 The Rotation of Input Signal

The receiver antennas have eight elements (Fig. 7). The maximum of radiated power of each antenna element is rotated by 45°. The coverage of this antenna array is 360°.

The input signal received by the antenna array is described by a matrix with eight columns where each column presents one signal channel. The length of each channel is 239 940 rows (number of samples per each channel). The individual channel presents a complex envelope of a signal received on each antenna element. The original rotation of receiver antenna is shown in Fig. 7 (left).

The transmitter is located between antenna element (beam) one and eight. For the best elimination of the direct signal we make a rotation of antenna array of about 22.5° to left. The results after rotation of the antenna array is shown in Fig. 7 (right).

After rotation, antenna element beam 1 (channel 1) is oriented directly to the transmitter Černá hora. Channel 1 can be considered as a reference channel which receives only a direct signal without any other reflections (ideal case). The received power at each channel is normalized to the total received power. The normalized powers for each channel before and after antenna rotation are shown in Fig. 8.

### 4.2 The Decimation of Input Signal

The decimation of input signal is necessary due to:

1. High number of samples of input signal. The computation time significantly increases with number of samples.
2. Requirement of independences between samples. In case of very high sample rate of input signal, the samples will not be independent.

For the clutter analysis we consider decimation factor of two (we take every second sample from the input signal). The total number of samples after decimation is $N_d = 119 970$.

### 4.3 The Suppression of Direct Signal in Work Channel

The suppression of a direct signal in the work channel is necessary for approximation of clutter parameters due to high differences between power of direct signal and reflected signals.

In the case that the direct signal is not suppressed, computation of clutter parameters will be inaccurate (special for reflected signals). For the best approximation of
clutter parameters, it is necessary to remove the direct signal from all work channels. After suppression of clutter signals we get a signal which contains only reflections from the environment, i.e. clutter. The powers of all reflected signals are closer, from the point of view of signal dynamic. The suppression of a direct signal improves clutter suppression about 30 dB.

The suppression of a direct signal is computed by the formula

$$s_m(n) = s_n(n) - a_m \cdot s_r(n) \quad (3)$$

where $s_m(n)$ is signal in the $m$th working channel, $s_r(n)$ is direct signal after decimation, $a_m$ is suppression coefficient of direct signal in the $m$th working channel, $m = 1, \ldots, M$.

The suppression coefficient for each working channel is computed by the formula

$$a_m = \frac{\sum_{n=1}^{N} s_m(n) \cdot s_r(n)}{\sum_{n=1}^{N} s_r^2(n)} \quad (4)$$

The differences between received power in working channels before and after direct signal suppression are shown in Fig. 9.

![Fig. 9. The received power before (a) and after (b) direct signal suppression.](image)

5. The Clutter Analysis

The clutter is described by replicas of the transmitted input signal from surrounding objects (environment) and can be expressed by power of individual replicas in the specific distances. From the time differences between propagation of direct signal and propagation of each replica, time delays of replicas $\tau_R$ or distances ($\Delta R = c \cdot \tau_R$, $R \in \{1, \ldots, N_R\}$) are computed where $R$ is integer, $N_R$ is number of the replicas. The number of the replicas $N_R$ is computed by the formula

$$N_R = \frac{d_{\text{max}}}{\Delta R} \quad (5)$$

where $d_{\text{max}}$ is the maximal considered distance.

The value of parameter $d_{\text{max}}$ significantly influences the number of replicas and residual power after clutter suppression. The clutter suppression is expressed by residual power in each working channel. The lower value of residual power means that clutter suppression is higher. It was analyzed that the replicas power for $d_{\text{max}} > 100$ km is negligible and for distances higher than 100 km it is not necessary to consider.

The maximum number of replicas for $d_{\text{max}} = 100$ km and $\Delta R = 1.235$ km is

$$N_R = \frac{d_{\text{max}}}{\Delta R} = \left[ \frac{100}{1.235} \right] = 80.9717 \approx 80 \quad (6)$$

The initial formula for derivation of replicas is

$$Y = A \times F + W \quad (7)$$

where $Y$ is the matrix of the received signal, $A$ is the matrix derived from the reference channel, $F$ is the matrix of complex amplitudes of the signal replicas, $W$ is the matrix of white noise.

The replicas $F$ for individual channels are derived by the method of linear equalization. The process of derivation is

$$A^H \times Y = A^H \times A \times F + A^H \times W,$$

$$(A^H \times A)^{-1} \times A^H \times Y =$$

$$(A^H \times A)^{-1} \times (A^H \times A) \times F + (A^H \times A)^{-1} A^H \times W$$

where $A^H$ is the Hermitian transposition of matrix $A$.

If we consider $(A^H \times A)^{-1} \times (A^H \times A) = I$ then

$$(A^H \times A)^{-1} \times A^H \times Y = F + (A^H \times A)^{-1} A^H \times W \quad (9)$$

The white noise $W$ is random, non-correlated noise with Gauss distribution and mean value equal to zero. The estimation of $\hat{F}$ is

$$\hat{F} = (A^H \times A)^{-1} \times A^H \times Y \quad (10)$$

The size of matrix $\hat{F}$ is $[n \times M \times k]$ where $n$ is number of replicas, $M$ is number of channels and $k$ is number of sig-
nal sections. The motivation for dividing of input signal into sections is explained in Sec. 5.1. The matrix $F$ for the analyzed input signal has size $[80 \times 8 \times 4]$.

### 5.1 The Matrix $Y$

The matrix $Y$ represents the input signal after prerequisite computation. The general size of this signal is $[N \times M]$. Due to reduction of the time computation, the input signal $Y$ is divided to four sections ($k = 4$). The size of the new matrix $Y_N$ is $[N_x \times M \times k]$, where $N_x = N/k$ is the number of samples in each section. In the next formulas original and resized input matrixes are shown:

Original:

$$
Y = \begin{bmatrix}
1,1 & \cdots & 1,M \\
\vdots & \ddots & \vdots \\
N_x,1 & \cdots & N_x,M
\end{bmatrix}
$$

Resized:

$$
\begin{align*}
Y_1 &= \begin{bmatrix}
1,1 & \cdots & 1,M \\
\vdots & \ddots & \vdots \\
N,1 & \cdots & N,1
\end{bmatrix} & Y_2 &= \begin{bmatrix}
N_x+1,1 & \cdots & N_x+1,M \\
\vdots & \ddots & \vdots \\
2N_x,1 & \cdots & 2N_x,1
\end{bmatrix} \\
Y_3 &= \begin{bmatrix}
2N,1 & \cdots & 2N,M \\
\vdots & \ddots & \vdots \\
3N,1 & \cdots & 3N,1
\end{bmatrix} & Y_4 &= \begin{bmatrix}
3N_x+1,1 & \cdots & 3N_x+1,M \\
\vdots & \ddots & \vdots \\
4N_x,1 & \cdots & 4N_x,1
\end{bmatrix}
\end{align*}
$$

### 5.2 The Matrix $A$

The matrix $A$ contains the section of direct signal from the reference channel (i.e. channel 1 from matrix $Y$). The size of matrix $A$ is $[N_x \times M \times k]$. The format of matrix $A$ is following:

$$
A = \begin{bmatrix}
Y_{1,1} & Y_{1,1} & \cdots & Y_{1,1} \\
Y_{1,1} & Y_{1,1} & \cdots & Y_{1,1} \\
\vdots & \ddots & \ddots & \vdots \\
Y_{N_x,1} & Y_{N_x,1} & \cdots & Y_{N_x,1}
\end{bmatrix}
$$

The samples $1$ up to $N_x$ from channel 1 of matrix $Y$ are stored in the first row of matrix $A$ in reverse order. The samples $2$ up to $N_x+1$ from channel 1 of matrix $Y$ are stored in the second row of matrix $A$ in reverse order, and so on until the last row.

### 5.3 The Computation of Replicas for Individual Channels

The computed replicas in the reference (direct) channel are computed for all signal intervals and afterwards are averaged (Fig. 10). The reference channel should contain only one direct signal in the ideal case. In the real situation, it also consists of reflected signals (replicas). The replicas in the reference channel should be neglected due to the fact that replicas power is lower-order in comparison to the power of the direct signal.

Fig. 10. (a) The power of the replicas in the reference channel for the individual signal interval. (b) The averaged power of the replicas in the reference channel.

Fig. 11a. The power of the replicas in the second channel for the individual signal intervals.
The computed replicas for working channel 2 are shown in Fig. 11. The replicas for distances 0–50 km have similar waveform for all signal intervals. The significant difference between computed replicas occurs for distances 50 km up to 100 km. The causes of these differences are:
- The received signal from the distances 50–100 km is poor (weak).
- The corruption of the received signal by noise.
- The multipath propagation of the signal.

The individual intervals (Fig. 11a) are averaged to the elimination of the differences. The elimination of these differences also simplifies of the bistatic clutter modelling.

5.4 The Residual Power of the Signals

The residual signal is the remaining signal after the clutter suppression. In the ideal case the residual signal should contain only noise and reflection from the targets. The residual signal for the individual channels is computed by the formula

\[ Z = \left| Y - A \times F \right| \] (14)

where \( Z \) is the matrix with the residual signals for working channels.

The efficiency of the clutter suppression is expressed by the level of the residual signals in the individual working channels. The lower the level of the residual power is, the better is the clutter suppression. The residual power of the working channel 2 for the signal intervals is shown in Fig. 12a. Fig. 12b shows averaged power of the residual signal for channel 2. The residual power of the same channel at distance 50 km is similar to residual power for 100 km.

6. Conclusion

The paper presents analysis of bistatic ground clutter measured by a passive radar system from ERA a.s. company. The paper starts with the brief description of the bistatic clutter model and description of bistatic radar systems. The paper continues with description of the setup experiment that includes position of receiver and FM transmitter. The transmitter is located in the mountains in the Czech Republic (Černá hora). The other description is an elevation profile between the transmitter and receiver which significantly influences the power characteristics of reflected bistatic clutter. The pre-processing of gathered data is necessary for parameterization of bistatic clutter. The pre-processing includes virtual rotation of the antenna, suppression of the direct signal and decimation of the signal. The rest of the paper focuses on analysis of bistatic clutter, based on determination of the number of replicas considered in the reflected signal, replica power, etc. The work presents the first step in analysis. Future steps will involve statistical analysis of different measured data for different experimental setups (different position of the receiver, the distance between receiver-transmitter, etc.) and determination of parameters of bistatic clutter. The parametrization will be used for developing of a bistatic clutter generator that will be used for development and validation of clutter suppression techniques. The usage of the generator will be effective from the point of view of time and money compared to measurement of bistatic clutter with a real system under the different setup experiment.
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